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1. INTRO~XICTI~N 
This paper establishes a multiplicity result for a certain class of time 
periodic Hamiltonian systems. Namely, form any given integer p > 1, we 
seek solutions for the problem 
Ji( t) = H=(z( t), 1) 
z(O) = 4PO 
(1 Jp 
where 
dz(t) z = (zl, . . . . zZN) E RZN, i(r) = - 
dt ’ 
H(z, t + T) = H(z, I), Vz E RZN, t E R, 
and 
J= 
is the symplectic matrix. (I, = identity matrix in RN.) Classically, solutions 
for (1 )P are called subharmonics. The tirst results in this area were local in 
nature, found using perturbation techniques. Under suitable assumptions 
on H near the origin there exists a sequence of subharmonics with 
arbitrarily large minimal period. See [2] (and [7] for a different proof). 
Subsequently new results were obtained by a global approach using 
calculus of variations. Under rather general assumptions on H for any 
integer p> 1, problem ( l)P was shown to have a distinct solution zcPj. 
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Further, if H has subquadratic or superquadratic growth at the origin and 
at infinity then one may conclude that the minimal period of ztPj tends 
towards infinity as p --f +~zG. See [3, 91. Recently in [4] a more precise 
result was obtained showing existence of subharmonics distinct in a 
“stronger” sense. 
However, the question whether problem ( l)P admits solutions with 
minimal period pT remains open. We answer this question for H convex 
with subquadratic growth at 0 and infinity. 
More precisely we make the following assumptions on the Hamiltonian 
H: 
(i) H( ., t) convex, for any fixed TV [0, T]. 
(ii) There exist constants a, > 0, a2 > 0, and 1 < p < 2 such that 
(iii) If z=z(t) is a periodic function with minimal period qT, q 
rational, and H,(z(t), t) is a periodic function with minimal period qT, then 
q is necessarily an integer. 
Remark. The assumption (iii) is a “generic” one, which implies the 
essential time dependence of the Hamiltonian. 
For example, take 
H(z, t) = a(t) H(z), 
where a(t) > 0 is a periodic function with minimal period T. 
For any integer p > 1 set 
sp = least prime factor of p. (1.1) 
We obtain: 
THEOREM 1. Under assumptions (i), (ii), and (iii), lve halie that for any 
integer p > I satisfying 
for some integer k > 1 
the problem (1 )P admits, at least, kN distinct solutions with minimal period 
PT. 
THEOREM 2. Let H satisfy (i) and (ii) with az/al < 2p’2. Then for any 
integer p > 1, there exist at least N distinct solutions of ( l)P with minimal 
period p T. 
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Remark. If the Hamiltonian H is independent of the time variable t, i.e., 
H= H(z), as a consequence of Theorem 2 we obtain a result already 
proved in [ 111, namely: 
COROLLARY 1. Let H= H(z) E C’([W*“‘, [w) satisfy, (i) and (ii) with 
a21al < 2 812. Then for arzq p T > 0 the Hamiltonian system 
Ji = H’(z), z = z(t) = (z,(t), . ..) ZZN(f)) 
admits, at least, N periodic solutions with minimal period T. 
Remark. Corollary 1 gives an Ekeland-Lasry type result (see ES]). It 
should be compared with [12] where H is superquadratic but not 
necessarily convex. 
Similarly we study the problem of finding subharmonics for second order 
systems of ODES, i.e., we seek solutions for the following problem: 
2 + V,(x, t) = 0 
.X pT-periodic, x=(x, ) . ..) x,) E R”, 67, 
where p > 1 is an integer, V(x, t) = P’(x, t + T), XE KY, t E R, and 
v, = v,v E C( IL!” x [O, T]; UP). 
In this case we obtain: 
THEOREM 3. Assume V satisfies the corresponding conditions (i), (ii), and 
(iii). Then for any p > 1 satisfying 
a’< 3s; 
> 
812 
k(k+ 1)(2k+ 1) 
jbr some integer k 2 1 
al 
problem (2), admits, at least, kn distinct solutions with minimal period PT. 
THEOREM 4. Let V satisfy the corresponding assumptions (i) and (ii) with 
ada,< . 8J2 Then for any integer p > 1, there exist at least n distinct 
solutions of (2), with minimal period PT. 
The case for Y with superquadratic growth has been recently studied 
in [l]. 
Note that for anyj= l,..., p - 1, thejT-phase shift of any solutions of ( l)P 
(or (2),) is still a solution of (I), (or (2),). 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let z = z(t) a 27cp-periodic functionf the set 
Q(z) = (z(t +jT),j= 0, 1, . . . . p - 1 > 
is called the Z,-orbit of z. 
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We emphasize that the multiple solutions claimed in Theorems 1 and 2 
are distinct in the sense that they all belong to different Z,-orbits. 
However, we shall show in Section 7 that for certain classes of 
Hamiltonians the subharmonics o found are indeed geometrically distinct, 
namely they all define different trajectories in R2”. This problem does not 
arise for second order systems of ODES where the solutions claimed in 
Theorems 3 and 4 are indeed geometrically distinct. 
2. THE DUAL FUNCTIONAL 
For simplicity, without loss of generality, we set T= 271. 
Denote by H* the Legendre transform of H (with respect to the 
z-variable) namely 
H*(u, t)= SUP (u-z- H(i, t)> 
- E &p 
(. stand for the usual scalar product in R2,“). By standard techniques of 
convex analysis we obtain: 
(i)* H*( ., t) is convex, H*(u, .) is 2n-periodic. 
(ii)* P 
a=m’2 
and 
Set 
E = u E L*( [0,27cp], R2N): /;=P u(s) G’S = 01 
with tl = p/(p - 1 j. 
For any u E E, define the linear operator 
K:E+E 
as 
505.‘7?‘1-3 
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Using (2.1) it is easy to check the following properties of K 
K is a compact selfadjoint operator, J -$ Ku = u, 
Vu E E, Ku(O) = Kz4(2np), Vu E E; 
the spectrum a(K) of K is given by 
o(k)= (PmPz\p)). 
Let Ej be the eigenspace relative to the eigenvalue 
PI% then 
Ej = span {sin j/p t e, + cos j/p t ek + N; 
cos j/p t e, - sin j/p t ek + N} for k = 1, . . . . n, 
where ek = (0, . . . . 0, 1, 0, . . . . 0) E RZN. 
T 
k-th 
Under the identification (ul, . . . . zd2,,,) with (ul + iu, , . . . . uN + iu,,) E CN, we 
have 
,Ej= (u(t) = ( e-i(jjp)f V( E CN}. 
The dual functional (first introduced in [3]) 
I*(u)=!-;=‘[+H*(u, t)]dt 
is well defined in E; as well as its subgradient 
a,I*(zO = {W E E*: Ku(t) + p - w(t)EiYH*(u(t), t) a.e.for some p E R2N}, 
where dH*(u, t) is the subgradient at z4 E RZN of H*(., t) in the usual sense: 
m*(u, t)= {iER2N: H*(o, t) - H*(u, t) 2 (u - u) t vu E R2N). 
Let u E E be a critical point for I*, i.e., 0 E d, I*(u). Then for some p E R’“, 
Ku(t) + p E dH*(u(t), t) a.e. (2.2) 
Using the reciprocity formulae 
zEdH*(U, l)“H(Z, t)+H*(u, t)=z-uou=H,(z, t) 
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and (2.2) one readily gets that 
z(t)=Ku(t)+p 
is a solution of ( l)P. 
This reduces the problem to finding critical points (with’minimal period 
27rp) for I*. 
Set 
4.ik(t)=-&(sinj/p te,+cos j/p ek+,v) 
J2n 
*jk(f) = * (c0s.h t ek - sinjlp t ek + .sr), 
Hence for any u E E, we have the Fourier expansion 
u(ti = jEzZ,o, CAjkdjktt) + Bik$.jk!t)l. 
k = l,‘..., N 
If u(t) has period (27rp)/m, m a positive integer, then 
Lf(t)= 1 CAjkdmj~ktt) + Bjk$mj,k(t)l- 
jeZ;{O) 
k = 1, __./ N 
Therefore 
J -2~pKU(t).u(t)dt= 1 4 0 jtzZ\jO) ‘?J 
k = I, ___ A’ 
fplm llulli2. 
Thus if u(t) has period (2np))lm, we have 
[Ku(t) . u(t)] dt - 
r 
2XP 
H*(u(t), t) dt 
0 
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as one finds by minimizing with respect to /Iz~j/~~. Set
From the above inequality (2.3) we obtain the following consequences. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The functional I* is bounded from above. 
I*(u)<b,, VUEE. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If u is a critical point of I* and 
=b,. (2.4) 
Then u(t) has minimal period 277~. 
ProojI Assume that u(t) has minimal period (27rp)/m for some integer 
m 3 1. Comparing the inequality (2.3) with (2.4) we get that m < sp. Since u 
is a critical point for I*, then for some p E R2.‘, r(t) = Ku(t) + p E 
dH*(u(t), t) satisfies .Z? = ZZJz, t) and has minimal period (27cp)/m. But by 
condition (iii), it must necessarily be that wz = 1. 1 
Next we show that inequality (2.4) holds on certain subsets of E. Let 
EE,@E~@ ..’ @E, 
j=: 1 
[jECN for j= l,..., k. 
We have 
Note that 
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Set f(p) equal to the right-hand side of (2.5) where p = (zT= 1 ( l/j) Iii/ ‘)I,‘~ 
It is easily seen that the absolute maximum off is attained at 
and is given by 
Hence if we set 
r k. Pmax = 
Then for u E rk+,,,, 
I*(u) afm,,. 
Since f,,, is greater than 6, if and only if 
. (2.5) 
(2.7 j
We conclude 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let p> 1 such that (2.7) holds for some integer k> 1, 
then 
I*(u) > b, 
for aN u E rk,p,,, . 
3. A Z,-INDEX THEORY 
As we have already noted, problem (1 )P and (2), are invariant under a 
o-phase shift with 0 = 27cj, j= 0, 1, . . . . p - 1. In order to exploit this 
symmetry we introduce the following Z,-index theory. 
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On the Banach space 
ntr”([0,2rrp],Rdj:SUZrp U(S) k=O}. Lx> 1, 
define the norm preserving operator: 
r:Xd-+ Xd 
Tu(t) --, u( t + 27~); Tp = id. 
T generates a Z, group action on X,,. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The subset A c X, is called invariant if TA c A. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The continuous map f: X, -P X,, is called T-equivariant 
if 
Set 
Z = {A c X,: A is closed and invariant >. 
Define the index map, 
i,:.Z+Nu{+m}; N = (non-negative integers} 
as follows. For A E ,?I, i,(A) = k if k is the smallest nonnegative integer such 
that there exists a continuous map 
h: A + C”\(O), h = (h, ~ .. . . hk j 
and integers mj # 0 relatively prime to p, 1 <j d k, such that 
hj( Tu) = eiml’2rripJ h,(u). 
Set i,(A) = 0 if A = q5 and set i,(A) = +co if no such map exists. 
The map iP satisfies all the properties necessary to define an index theory 
(see [6, 131). We mention those properties needed in what follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For A, BE Z we have that: 
(1) If?: A --f B is a continuous T-equivariant map, then i,(Aj < i,(B). 
(2) i,(A\B)>$,(A)-ii,(B). 
(3) If KE .Z is compact, and 6 > 0 is sgfficiently small then 
N,(K)= (us E: dist(u, K)<(})E and i,(K)=i,(N,(K)). 
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A more detailed discussion of the Z, index theory can be found in [6]. 
To compute the Z, index of certain invariant sets applicable to our 
problem, we require a Z, version of the BorsukkUlam theorem. 
A Z,-Borsuk-Ulam Theorem 
Let Q be a bounded, open neighborhood of the origin in C” which is 
invariant with respect o the Z, action 
Tz = F(z,, . . . . zu) = (eiml(2n’p) z1, . . . . eimJ2ri;P;Za) 
pp = id, 
where prj and p are nonzero relatively prime integers. Let f’: 852 --f Cb be a 
continuus map such that f = (f, , . . . . fb) satisfies the equivariance property, 
where nj are nonzero integers relatively prime to p. If b < a; then 0 of. 
The proof is given in a more general setting in [6]. Also see [S]. 
As a first example we consider invariant subsets in the Banach space 
E=X,,w= ueLy([0,21rp],R’“):&4u(r)di=O). 
i 
Identify R2” with CN by the association 
u = (u,, . . . . u2,,,) E R2.’ with (ur + iu,, . ..) u,~ + iu,,) E C”‘. 
Thus, for any integer k > 1 and p > 0 a real number. define 
uEE: u(t)= f jjem’(jTP”, 
j=l 
We have: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If 1 <k < sp then 
i,( r,, p) = kN (sp as defined in (1.1 j). 
Proof: Define the map 
h:I-,., --t P\(O) 
as 
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Since 
h(Tu) = h 1 cj e-Wp) 2n e-W~)t 
> 
= (cl e-i(W~), ..., ik e-WW~)) 
and k < sP it follows that i,(r,,,) < kN. 
Arguing by contradiction, assume that for some b < kN there exists a 
continuous map 
g: r,,, + @\{O), g = (8, , . . . . gd, 
and integer ni # 0, j = l,..., b, relatively prime to p such that 
g( Tz4) = (ein1(2nip) g,(u), . . . . ei”h(2”/pP) gh( l4)). 
In CkN define the bounded open neighborhood of the origin 
Q= [=([r ,..., ik):i;cCN and 2 ~j~~ill’p2 
i 
. 
j=l I 
It is easily seen that 52 is invariant with respect o the following Z, action: 
F( = (ePi(2n/p) il, ..., ,--i(2nktp) Q, 
Moreover for the continuous map 
f:im + C\(O) 
and 0 $f( an). 
This contradicts the Z,-Borsuk-Ulam theorem. 
As a second example consider the invariant subset in Xd given by 
Sk,p= 
1 
u~X~:u(t)= i i; ei(iipJr:~jECd,i.~i=~, 2 &li,I’=p 
,j, = ,I2 Ijl = 1 
Using a similar argument to the one above we obtain: 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. If 1 6 k <s,, then 
ip(Sk,p, = kd. 
Let 
F = {u E X,: u is a 2x-periodic function i ; 
we see that Tu = u VUE F; i.e., F is the fixed point set for the given Zp 
action. 
Moreover one can easily check that if A E E and A n F # q!~ then 
i,(A) = +s. This implies that the set F is to be avoided, since the index 
does not yield any useful information for those subsets containing elements 
of F. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A continuous functional @: X,-+ R is called Z,- 
imariant if 
@( Tu) = CD(u) VMEX. 
In order to apply such a Z, index theory to find solutions for problem (1 )p 
and (2), we recall: 
DEFINITION 3.4. A Frechet differentiable functon @ is said to satisfy the 
Palais-Smale (P.S.) condition if any sequence (u,!> c X, such that 
I@(&,)/ 6 M for some constant iM> 0, 
and 
lI@‘(%)ll LYd)* + 0 as ~z+ +X 
admits a convergent subsequence. 
Deformation Theorem (Z,-version). Let @ E C’(X,; R) be a Z,-invariant 
functional satisfying the (P.S.) condition. For any real number c E R set: 
Kc= {uE&: @(u)=c, @‘(u)=O; 
A: = (UEX& @(u)3c); 
A, = {llEXd: @(u)<c). 
For any neighborhood CT of Kc there exists a constant E> 0 such that for 
any 0 < E < E there exist continuous maps 9 + : X, + X, and yl -: XcI -+ X, 
such that 
(1) 11~ is a T-equivariant homeomorphism; 
(2) r?+(A,f_,\U)cA,+,,;rl-(A,,‘,u)~A,,. 
If Kc= @ then rf’(A,+_,) cA,C,,; ?-(A,,) c A,,. 
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A full statement and proof of the Z,-deformation theorem can be found 
in [IO] with obvious modifications. 
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
The Strictly Convex Case 
To make the proof more transparent we start by considering the case 
where H( ., I) is str.ictly convex. Hence H,* E C(R”” x [0, 2n], R”“) and 
z = H,*(u, t) = H*(u, t) + H(z, t) = u z e u = Hz(z) t). (4.1 j
Moreover conditions (ii) and (ii)* along with the relations (4.1) imply that 
for some positive constants C, , C2, 
and 
IH,(s 3 t)l 6 C, (~1~~’ Vz E R’* 
IH,*(u, t)l <C, IuI~-~ vu E R2”. (4.2) 
By standard arguments I* has a continuous Frechet derivative in E (i.e., 
I*’ E C’( E, R)) and 
I*‘(u)=Ku-H,*(u, t)+p 
for some constant p E RzN. 
Clearly I* is Z,-invariant, that is 
I*( Tu) = I*(u). 
Thus we may use a min-max type argument to produce multiple critical 
points for I*, provided I* has sufficient compactness. Hence we show, 
LEMMA 4.1. The functional I* satisfies the P.S. compactness condition. 
The proof, though standard, is given for completeness. 
ProoJ Let u, be any sequence in E such that: 
(1) lI*(~,,)l < M, M a positive constant 
(2) IIZ*‘(u,)IIE* --f 0 as rz + co. 
We have 
n-l 
Il%ll”L~ 
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and since N > 2, this implies that /u,J La is uniformly bounded. Hence there 
exists a subsequence unk of u,, such that for some u E E 
u nk + u weakly in E 
and 
II Q,, - Ku II E* + 0, as k+ +K. 
Moreover condition (2) implies that there exist sequences P,~E R” and 
E, E E* such that 
Ku,, - Wu,,, ? + P,? = E,,, (4.3) 
where /IE,,//~*-+O as n-+ +cr,. 
Using inequality (4.2) we have H,,(u,, t) uniformly bounded in E*, and 
therefore by (4.3) the sequence pn is uniformly bounded in R*“. Hence we 
may assume that the subsequence pllk of p,, converges in R’“. Thus we 
obtain 
H:(u,,,. t) = Ku,, + p,rk - &uk> (4.4) 
where the right-hand side of (4.4) converges in LB( [0, Znp], R”‘). Since the 
map 
Lp( [0, 27cp], R““) -+ L”( [0, 2rcp-J; R’?‘) 
z + H,(z, t) 
is continuous and 
21 nk = H,(Ku,,, + P,Z~ - &,,i) 
the proof is therefore concluded. 1 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p > 1 be an integer sat&fling 
for some integer k > 1. 
Define 
cj= yp, irjf I*(u), I= 1, . . . . kN, 
i(A)21 (4.5 1 
c,>c*a ... >c,,. 
Then cl is a critical value of I* and the corresponding critical points have 
minimal period 27~~. 
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ProojY First notice that by Proposition 2.1, 
c,dsupz*(u)6b,. 
E 
For the invariant subset Z’k,Pmar (given by (2.6)) we have 
Wk. Pmay I= kN (see Prop. 3.2). 
Moreover 
c,> inf Z*(U)>~,~, I = 1, . . . . kN. 
rhla. 
Hence the numbers cI, I= 1, . . . . kN are finite. 
Futher if c[ is a critical value of P, then by Proposition 2.2, the 
corresponding critical points necessarily have minimal period 27~~. 
In order to show that indeed cI is a critical value of I*, we use the Z, 
version of the deformation lemma. 
Arguing by contradiction, assume c, is not a critical value. Then there 
exists a positive constant E, such that for a given 0 <E < E, we can find a 
T-equivariant homeomorphism ye +: E + E such that 
vl+w-,) CA,:+,. 
However, by the definition of cl, there exists a set A’ELY such that 
and 
z*(u)2c,-& Vu E A” (i.e., A” c A&,). 
Therefore q+(A”) c A;+E, and i,(q+(A”)) = i,(A”) > I which yields a 
contradiction. 1 
In order to guarantee multiple critical points, we prove 
hOPOSITION4.1. Ifc,=c,+,= ... =c[+,=c, l<ldl+r<kN. Then 
ip( Kc) > r. 
ProoJ Recall Kc = {U E E 1 Z*(U) = c and I*‘( U) = 0 }. Since Z* satisfies 
the (P.S.) condition Kc is compact. Arguing by contradiction, assume that 
i,(K,) < r. Choose 6 > 0 sufficiently small so that 
i,(NdK,)) = i,(4). 
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Corresponding to the neighborhood N,(K,) there exists a positive constant 
E such that for 0 < E < E, we can find a T-equivariant homeomorphism rl+ I 
E -+ E with the property, 
v+(A Cf+E\NcK)) Ac:+‘,E. 
On the other hand since c = c[+,, there exists A”EZ such that 
I*(u) 2 C-E Vu E A” 
and 
i,(A”) > I+ r. 
But then for u E PI’(A”\N,(K,)) we have I*(U) 3 c + E and 
contradicting the fact that c = cI. 1 
We are now able to give the: 
Proof of Theorem 1. (for H( ., t) strictly convex): If cr > cz > . . > cPN 
then I* admits kN distinct critical points with minimal period 2np to which 
correspond kN distinct solutions of ( l)P with minimal period 2np. On the 
contrary, if for some 1~ { 1, . . . . kN} 
c[=c [+I = ‘.. =C[+rr r>1,161<l+rdkN 
then we claim that K, contain infinitely many distinct critical orbits. 
In fact assume that 
Kc= (j O(zr,), 
??I=1 
where Oju,) is the Z,-orbit of u,, namely, 
@(urn)= {u=754,,,j=0, 1, . . . . p- 1). 
Since u,,, has minimal period 27cp, then 
T’u, # Tku, l<j<k<p-1, m=l,...,s 
Hence the map 
h:K,+R\{O} 
h( pu,) = e’j(-k/P), j=o, l)...) p-l, 
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is well defined and 
h( q Fu,)) = h( p+ lu,) = e”2’5!P) eii(2rr,z) = prr!P) jl( yYu,J, 
Therefore 
i,(K-<.) = 1: 
and this is impossible since i,(K,) > I’ 2 1. 0 
In order to prove Theorem 2 we use essentially the same arguments. So 
we emphasize only the necessary changes. 
Without assumption (iii), we can only expect a weaker version of 
Proposition 2.2, namely: 
PROPOSITION 42.2. Let u E E, if 
P 
0 
a/yx - 2) 
z = b,, 
then u has minimal period 27tp. 
Subsequently Proposition 2.3 becomes: 
PROPOSITION 42.3. If al/al < 2@l, then for anq’ 
Since i,(f) = N, one obtains, exactly as above, the proof of Theorem 2 
for H( ., t) strictly convex. 
In the more general case when H( ., t) is convex, the functional I* is no 
longer Frechet differentiable in E. However, I* still satisfies a (P.S.) type 
condition given as follows: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let the sequence (u,, v,) E E x E* sati.sJl: 
(1) II*( <Mfor some constanl M>O, 
(2) v,,E8EI*(un), IIvnllE*-+O as n+ SW; 
then u, admits a convergent subsequence. 
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Proof. As in Lemma 4.1, by the condition ( 1) we get a subsequence u,,~ 
of U, such that 
Ulld + u weakly in E 
KU,, +KU in E* 
for some u E E. 
In addition since 
U;U,=H*(u,~,t)+H(u,, t)>a’Iu,,ID 
B 
it follows that 11 u, 11 E* is uniformly bounded. 
The conclusion follows arguing as in Lemma 4.1. 1 
This appropriate (P.S.) condition for functionals with subgradient has 
been introduced by Ekeland-Lasry in [IS]. 
In order to find critical points for I*, as in [S], we define 
1 
Z,*(u)=sup z*(W-- lIII-:--Ujl;2 
“I’E E i 
& > 0. 
& 
as our new functional. Clearly 
z*(u) 6 Z,*(y) < sup z*, VMEE; 
E 
and furthermore 
~OPosInoN 4.2. Zf E > 0 is small enough, we have: 
(1) I,* admits Frechet derivative Z,*‘. Moreotler I,*’ defines a globai 
Lipschitz map from E to E c E*. 
(2) Any sequence {un} E such that lZ:(u,)l GM; I~Z$'(U,~)I~~-+ 0 as 
n -+ +a~ admits a convergent subsequence. 
(3) I,* is Z,-invariant. 
(4) Z:‘(u) = 0 implies 0 E aEZ*(u); 
Z:‘(u) = 0 if and only if Z,*(u) 7 Z*(u). 
The proof is a trivial modification of the one given in [ 111. Applying the 
minimax argument to Z,* as above we obtain: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let H be as in Theorem 1. Let the integer p > 1 satisfy 
for some integer ka 1. 
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Then the functional I* admits, at least, kN critical points with minimal 
period 27cp. 
ProoJ Fix E > 0 suffiiently small. Define the numbers 
T,= sup inf I:(u), I= 1, . . . . kN, 
AEZ A 
iD(A 
and note that: F, > ?,a 3 ?,,. Since 
bsp< inf I*< inf I,*Qc”,<b,, l= l,..., kN, 
rbmax rk.~max 
we have that the 2;‘s are finite numbers. Exactly as in Theorem 4.1 one 
shows that c”! is a critical value of I,* and therefore a critical value for I*. 
Furthermore c”, > b,, I= 1, . . . . kN; so we conclude, by Proposition 2.2, that 
the critical points corresponding to the critical value c”/ have minimal 
period 27tp. On the other hand, if E = C”! = .. = c1[+ ~, 1~ I < 1+ r 6 kN, as 
before, one has that K,- contains infinitely many critical orbits. 1 
Similarly one shows: 
THEOREM 4.3. Let H be as in Theorem 2. Then for any integer p > 1, the 
functional I* admits, at least, N distinct critical points with minimal period 
27-cp. 
This completes the proof of Theorems 1 and 2. 
Subharmonic for a Second Order System of ODES 
5. THE DUAL FUNCTIONAL 
As before V*(y, t) denotes the Legendre transform of the function 
V( ., t), thus 
V*( ., t) is convex; V*( y, .) is 2z-periodic; 
Set 
with IX = b/(p - 1). 
y= y E L”( [O, 27~~1, R”): 1’” y(t) dt = 0 , a = PAP - 1). 
0 
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In Y the operator 
L:Y-+Y 
is well defined and satisfies 
Ly(0) = Ly(2np); $ L](O) =; Ly(27Tp) 
and 
IJsing the expression (5.1 j one easily checks that L is a compact selfadjoint 
operator in Y with spectrum o(L) given by 
4L) = { -~‘/j’;j~ N\(O) 1 
and 
Y,=span(sinj/p te,, cosj/p te,, k= 1, . . . . n) 
is the eigenspace relative to the eigenvalue -p2/j2. 
In Y define the functional 
Q'*(y) =j;" [; Lq’ .y + V*(y, t) dt; 1 
as n the previous section, we see that the subgradient 
i?,@*(y)= (WE Y*: -Ly(t)+p+w(t)~aV*(y(t), t) a.e. for some PER”) 
is well defined in Y. 
Furthermore if J’ is a critical point for CD*, i.e., - Ly( t) + p E i?V*(y(t), I) 
for some p E R”, then 
x(t) = -Q(t) + p is a solution of (2),. 
For any y E Y, we may express y(t) as 
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If l>(t) has period (~Tc~)/~T (m > 1 integer) then 
y(t) = f ri ei4jip)r, ij E C”, i-j = i;. 
I.il = 1 
Therefore, 
Set 
We conclude: 
If 4’ E Y has period (277p)/m then 4*(y) 3 b”,. (5.2) 
Thus, exactly as in the previous section, by (5.2) one obtains the following 
two important consequences. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The functional @* is bounded.fronz below, and 
@*(y)& VyE Y. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If y E Y is a critical point for CD* and 
then y has minimal period 2~p. 
In order to see that inequality (5.3) holds on some subset of Y consider: 
4’(t) = i (jei(jjp)tE y, @ ..- 0 Y,, ijEC”, r_j=i;.. 
lil = 1 
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We have 
@*ijy) = Ly(r)y(t) dr+ j-1” Y*(y, t) dr 
and since 
we obtain 
Consider the right-hand side of (5.4) as a function J’ of 
p = 2 Zf= ! @‘/j*) 1[,1”. It achieves its minimum value at 
3p’ a.‘(? - 2) 
Pmin= k(k+ 1)(2k+ 1) 
(ayx - l)i(z--?: 
given by 
Hence if we set 
skspmin = I = i 
IA= 1 
cj ei(i’p)i E Y, + * . . + Yk : 2 ,ci $ ICj I ’ = Pmin 
we find that for every y E Sk.p,, 
@*(v)d 
-27t-p 
( --- 1 1 >( 3P2 
2 01 k(k+l)(?k+ 1) > 
(ay l::ta--2Lfmin~ 
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On the other hand fmin < Es, if and only if 
Q2< 
( 
3s; 
) 
Pi2 
a1 k(k-t 1)(2k+ 1) . 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Zf the integer p > I satis$es: 
2< 3s; 812 
k(k + 1)(2k + 1) 
for some integer k> 1. 
a1 
then for any Y E Sk, Pm,n , 
6. THE PROOF OF TKEOREMS 3 AND 4 
We start proving Theorem 3 under the assumption that V( ., t) is strictly 
convex for any fixed t E R. 
Thus @* E C’( Y, R) and (as in Lemma 4.1) satisfies the (P.S.) condition. 
Clearly @* is Z,-invariant. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let p> 1 satisfy 
a’< 
3s; &9!2 
k(k+ 1)(2k+ 1) 
for some integer k > 1, 
a1 
Then the numbers 
cI= inf sup @*, I = l,..,, kn, c, < c2 d d c,~ (6.1) 
AEZ 
i,,(A)>/ A 
are critical values for @* and the corresponding critical points have minimal 
period 271~. 
Proof: Since ip(S,,,min ) = kn (see Proposition 3.3) for I= l,..., kn we have 
So the c;s are finite numbers. Hence (as in Theorem 4.1) by the 
deformation theorem it follows that cI is a critical value for @*. In addition 
since c, < a+, the corresponding critical points necessarily have minimal 
period 2np. 1 
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Furthermore, following the arguments given in Section 4, one shows that 
if c,=c1+,= =c l+r=~, l<I<I+r<kn (as defined in (6.1)) then 
KC= {.t’~ Y: @*(y)=c, @*‘(y)=O; 
contains infinitely many orbits. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3 in the case where the function 
V( ., t) is strictly convex. 
In the more general case when I’( ., t) is convex, the compactness 
property of @* is expressed as follows: 
LEMMA 6.1. Let the sequerzce {( y,, x,,) 3 E Y x Y” satisjj~: 
I@*(J~,,)~ <Mforsonze constant M>O 
x, E d @*( yn) and /Ix, /( yc -+ 0 us n --f +a3 
then y,, admits a convergent subsequence in Y. 
The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
As in the previous section, to compensate for the lack of regularity of 
@*, we introduce the new functional 
for which 
i”yf @* d Q:(y) d Q*(y), vy E Y. 
In addition for E > 0 small enough ~0: satisfies: 
(1 j CD,* admits Frechet derivative @:‘. Moreover @t’ defines a global 
Lipshitz map from Y to YC Y*. 
(2) Any sequence { y,} c Y such that I@$( y,)l < M; and 
II@,*‘( y-+ 0 as n -+ +CQ admits a convergent subsequence. 
(3) @i: is Z,-invariant. 
(4) D,*‘(y)=0 implies Off!?,@*. 
(5) @g’(y)=0 if and only if Q*(y) = Q:(y). 
The proof can be found in [ 111 with the obvious modifications. It is now 
clear that, as for Theorem 4.2, we obtain: 
THEOREM 6.2. Let V be as in Tlzeorem 3. Let the integer p > 1 satish? 
a'< 
3s; 
> 
Pi2 
k(k + 1)(2k + 1) 
for some integer k >, 1. 
aI 
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Then the fblctionnl @* admits, at least, kn critical points with mimnzal 
period 2rcp. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3. 
The proof of Theorem 4 is derived from the arguments above together 
with appropriate modifications similar to those needed for Theorem 2 in 
Section 4. The details are left to the reader. 
7. FINAL COMMENTS 
We have already pointed out that the given multiple solutions of 
problem (1 jp all define different Z,-orbits. 
In general this does not guarantee that these solutions define different 
trajectories in RzN, namely that they are distinct in the usual geometric 
sense. Here we describe classes of Hamiltonians for which the solutions so 
found are indeed geometrically distinct. Let 
H(z, t) = a(t) H(z), 
where H is convex and a(t) > 0 is a periodic function with minimal period 
27~. Let z=z(t) satisfy 
Ji(t)=a(t) H’(z(t)) (7.1) 
and let 0: R + R be a smooth diffeomorphism. An easy computation shows 
that 
,‘(t)=z(o(t)) 
satisfies (7.1) if and only if 
6(t)a(o(t))=a(t). (7.2) 
Set 
A(t) = Ji a(s) ds. 
A(t) is an increasing function, and denote its inverse by A I’. By 
integrating (7.2), we get 
a(t) = A ~-l[A(t) + A(o(O))]. 
Set 
oe(t) = A -‘[A(t) -I- A(@], 8ER. 
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Using the 2x-periodicity of a(t) it is easy to check that 
c-J(j(t + 27r) = v,(t) + 271 = co + 2J t), bi E R. 
For any u E E set 
u,(t? = u(o,(t)l, 0 d u G 2lp 
We have 
dr 
that is, 
IX(u,) = I*(u) Vu E E, VB E [O, 2nppI. 
Thus to conclude that for H(z, t) =a(t) H(z) (satisfying the growth 
conditions (ii j and p > 1 satisfying 
for some integer k> I 
the problem (l), admits kN geometrically distinct solutions we can use 
Theorem 4.1 once we show the following: 
If c, = c /+,= =c,+2=c(cIgivenin(4.5)) 
thenK,={uEE:I*(u)=c,Z*‘(u)=Oj 
(7.3) 
contains infinitely many geometrically distinct points. 
Proof of (7.3). Arguing by contradiction assume that 
where 
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Since u’ has minimal period 2rcp, then 
l.d # ti; VI3 E [O, 27rp]. 
Therefore the continuous map 
f: K -+ C\(O) 
iflfp l)f+e , j = 1, . ..) S 
is well defined and satisfies the equivariant property 
J’( Tu’,) =f(d( CT& t + 27T)) =f( d(fJB + 2n( t))) = ei(‘2n + ‘)jp) = e’2nih’pf( .gk). 
Thus i,(K,) = 1, and this gives a contradiction since by Proposition 4.1 
i,(K,.)>r> 1. 1 
By similar arguments, the same result is obtained for the more general 
class of Hamiltonians 
H(z, t) = a(t) H(z’) + H(z”, t), 
where z’ is any k-tuple of coordinates (zr , . . . . Zig), K= 1, . . . . 2N, z” consists 
of coordinates from the complement of 3, and a(t) > 0 is a periodic 
function with (minimal) period 27~. 
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